INTRODUCTION

When, in December 2020, New York officials selected the first person to receive the COVID-19 vaccine on camera in the United States, they were faced with a pressing question: How should they signal priority in allocating the vaccines among the population? Each state, responsible at the local level for distributing this life-saving material, wrestled with this key symbolic issue. The virus had ravaged the nation—19 million were already infected, with 300,000 deaths, and counting—and more suffering and loss were expected before the next spring’s thaw. New York officials knew the media coverage of this first recipient would, therefore, be seen as a symbol of American values; the recipient would reflect our current understanding of merit and deservingness. Should the first recipient be the intellectually greatest and the best of us—perhaps a key scientist who developed the vaccine—or the least and most vulnerable—perhaps an anonymous, elderly impoverished soul, desperately in need of protection? Given the scarcity of doses as the vaccines were first introduced, Americans had questions about who merited being first in line for treatment. However, this question accompanied a larger question—how should merit be determined?
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Michael Sandel’s provocative book *The Tyranny of Merit: What’s Become of the Common Good?* gives us purchase on how America currently answers these question and why our current assessment and sorting process threatens to drive us further apart. Despite the fact that Sandel’s book provides us with several key revelations, the book suffers from conceptual myopia in one key respect: it fails to fully wrestle with the concept of merit’s racialized and gendered origins. Specifically, Sandel does not reckon with how America’s race and gender history and current racial strife fundamentally shape our valuation and recognition of work. Sandel, like many other philosophers, fails to recognize that race and gender considerations, rather than being mere distractors, are key to the political conundrum at the heart of merit questions. Wrestling with these issues, unraveling how race- and gender-related assumptions distort our perceptions of worth and common purpose, will make us more intellectually agile and accurate in our assessments of fairness. In short, rather than taking Sandel’s approach—segregating and isolating these dynamics in his analysis—true escape from the “tyranny of merit” requires an inquiry into how race and gender shape the meaning of merit.

This essay introduces readers to a variety of inquiries that help us contextualize Sandel’s key concepts: merit, the common good, and the dignity of work. We offer three approaches that allow readers to shift perspective and get critical distance on his primary claims: a discursive lens, a structure of government inquiry, and an intersectional analysis that uses the concept of the “welfare queen” to advance our understanding of citizens’ proper relationship to the polity. The essay explores a deep intersectional analysis of the three approaches, with the understanding that this method helps surface a key, fundamental truth. Work’s value, historically, has been tethered to the race and gender of those who perform it.

The visibility of marginalized group workers in perceptions of public good, in particular the sacrifices required of them, often are rendered invisible in common-good conversations. This dynamic threatens to persist today during the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic. However, COVID-19 also has simultaneously produced a revelatory moment for open and honest conversations about prior patterns of racial and gender hierarchy. This moment calls on us to consider how racialized and gendered valuations of work shape our expectations of the sacrifices we call upon people to make for the general welfare. Thankfully, there is evidence that today’s policy makers recognize that concepts of merit and the common good have a certain racialized and gendered history, and they are making wise choices to

---


signal to marginalized communities that their sacrifices for the common good are fairly valued. Indeed, New York officials chose a Black female nurse as the first person to officially receive the vaccine in the nation, signaling their clear understanding of the worth of Black and brown female bodies and the importance of care. Some will argue that this symbolism is cosmetic and does not remedy structural inequities—they would be right. Yet, symbolism, as a first step toward a racially just society, can be an important tool to shift our collective understanding of whose work merits recognition and why.

In order to begin our intellectual journey, we first must understand the story Sandel tells of how America and other industrial societies have lost their moral footing by ordering society according to merit and just deserts. As he explains, we must find our way back to a more ethical sure ground by focusing on the common good.


A. The Perils of Our Current Path.

The Tyranny of Merit: What’s Become of the Common Good? offers a compelling, but incomplete, examination of the conditions that created the current populist backlash circling the globe. This backlash is represented, for example, by the election of Donald Trump in the United States and the passage of Brexit in the United Kingdom. Sandel faults political elites for the populist rage and calls on political influencers to recognize and account for the critical role they played in creating current conditions. He argues that diagnosing the populist anger as either animus against immigrants and racial minorities or as economic insecurity misses something important. Instead, he offers a full story of the tragedy of globalization: Governing elites of both political parties and on both sides of the Atlantic designed and implemented the project of globalization in such a way that it created the conditions for today’s populist backlash and increased inequality.

4 When describing the populist backlash that led to the election of Donald Trump as U.S. President, Sandel, again, does not take stock of the racial fractures in the electorate. In the 2016 presidential election, sixty-four percent of white voters without a college degree voted for Trump. However, only eighteen percent of Black voters without a college degree voted for Donald Trump. In fact, a larger percentage of Black voters with a college degree voted for Trump (twenty-six percent) than their non-college-degree counterparts. See PEW RSCH. CNTR., FOR MOST TRUMP VOTERS,' VERY WARM' FEELINGS fOR HIM ENDURED (Aug. 9, 2018), https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2018/08/09/an-examination-of-the-2016-electorate-based-on-validated-voters/.

5 Id. at 85.

6 Id. at 18.

7 Id. at 27. Although both parties promoted and ushered in the era of globalization over the past forty years, the populist backlash has been generally directed toward center-left political parties, like the Democrats in the United States, because these parties were traditionally the political home of working-class people.
Two aspects of this project—the technocratic way of defining the common good and the meritocratic way of defining winners and losers—explain much of what is wrong with America and other economically developed nations across the globe. Once these dynamics are made plain, Sandel explains, we can see that the true tragedy is that we have abandoned our prior ethos in which the dignity of work was a central part of public conversations and social esteem. We have strayed from a path in which this concept played a key role in our understanding of the common good.

As Sandel explains, the technocratic way of defining the common good is defined by experts and articulated in the language of GDP and stock market gains. Under this model, the common good, and the politics necessary to achieve it, are both rooted in economic growth, as defined by GDP, the sum of all our preferences, and a faith in markets. As such, the best way to achieve the common good, according to technocrats, is to produce economic efficiencies—an area that is the province of experts—rather than to foster a public discourse rooted in substantive moral and normative arguments—the province of the community. This technocratic approach to governance has treated many public questions as matters of technical expertise beyond the reach of ordinary people. Consequently, nonexperts, people without college or advanced degrees, have little say on key political matters. Sandel complains that the project of globalization, economic growth, and market efficiencies, even with the best of intentions, has narrowed the scope of the democratic process, hollowed out the terms of public discourse, displaced the role of civic engagement, and produced a growing sense of disempowerment and inequality.

Equally concerning, Sandel explains, technocrats have ensconced a meritocratic way of defining status and just deserts in society: we pick winners and losers and do so based on the level of education they achieve and how much wealth they accumulate, rather than on anything intrinsic to the nature of the tasks they perform. This celebration of meritocracy and competition has decreased all Americans’ investment in the so-called common good. Instead of a shared future we are interested only in clear and fair terms of competition, where people are perceived to “deserve” whatever lot they have in life. We may pity those who have not “done well” economically in life, and even offer them charity, but we feel morally superior and entitled to the good life we enjoy. Relatedly, we fail to recognize the role chance (luck of birth) and external arbitrary factors often play in our advancement (like possessing beauty and other qualities celebrated in society).

8 Id. at 19–22.
9 Id. at 31.
10 Id. at 155–56.
Sandel’s solution is for us to recenter the contributions of all workers regardless of the market value of their services to the economy—the dignity of work.\(^\text{11}\) Anyone who contributes something to the public good should be equally affirmed. In Sandel’s solution, winners let go of the values of meritocracy to acknowledge that their successes are not the result of their own doing, and that they could have just as easily been among the losers.\(^\text{12}\) In other words, by increasing our sense of contingency, Sandel argues that we will better understand our connectedness and will form bonds of solidarity. This type of solidarity would naturally lead to a society that honors “the dignity of work” such that, once again, everyone who contributes to the common good would lead lives of decency and dignity. Citizens in this environment would then develop and use their abilities in work to attain social esteem—even if they did not achieve great wealth or position.\(^\text{13}\) In other words, we would build a society of equal condition (rather than simply equal opportunity or equal result), in which people’s contributions to the collective would be recognized beyond their going rate on the market.\(^\text{14}\)

Sandel’s utopian vision begs the question: What would it mean to center the work of everyone who is perceived to contribute to the public good? How is value ascertained? Put differently, after reading the book, one grows concerned that he has not fully interrogated the type of work or notion of the public good he puts forth as part of the Golden Age in America. In later sections, we explore how his silence about the race and gender of the paradigmatic worker in his analysis allows him to (perhaps unconsciously) default to a white cisgender male experience of work and dignified work conditions. Yet we contend that one cannot make true use of concepts like merit without understanding the racialized and gendered context of their origins and current conditions of manufacture. We cannot fully understand these concepts without acknowledging their prior historical deployments and even their role in subsidizing violence. Evidence suggests life structured by discussions of merit, work, and the common good is far more complicated than Sandel imagines. These propositions merit further discussion.

\(^\text{11}\) Id. at 205–11. Unlike the protests against injustice which look outward—e.g., the winners have cheated their way to the top because the system is rigged—the protests against humiliation are psychologically more fraught. They combine resentment of the elite with a nagging self-doubt: maybe the elite are more deserving than me, and maybe I am complicit in my misfortune after all. It is this combination of resentment and self-doubt that Sandel claims Donald Trump weaponized. Unlike previous presidential candidates dating back to Ronald Reagan, Trump did not speak of opportunity, rising, talent, or hard work. Instead, he spoke of winners and losers. The biggest divide in American politics today, according to Sandel, is between those with college degrees (the winners) and those without (the losers). In the 2016 and 2020 presidential elections, Trump won voters without college degrees by two-thirds.

\(^\text{12}\) Id. at 227.

\(^\text{13}\) Id. at 213–19.

\(^\text{14}\) Id. at 223–26.

Political fights about the common good have often been waged on the back of the American worker. In this way, Sandel’s account is not new. Indeed, in the period he celebrates—a Golden Age for the American worker, roughly between the New Deal and the 1980s—America struggled mightily over the concept of the common good. We did so in a dialogue about foreign outsourcing, workplace discrimination, and environmental welfare in workplace conditions. We attempted to determine what a living wage was, whether equal access based on race and sex could be subsidized by affirmative action, and struggled mightily to consider the pros and cons of unions.

Sandel does not account for these background political conditions when he talks about returning to a culture that fostered “dignity in work.” Rather than a mere oversight, Sandel’s failure to engage these issues is linked to a fatal flaw. He fails to recognize how race and gender fundamentally structure our concept of the American worker. Indeed, race and gender, in addition to being variables in market accounts, play a key role in the dignity and respect accorded to work in society under a notion of the common good. So, although Sandel gestures generally at race being a relevant social consideration, he has not fully reckoned with how it shapes his proposed solution. He believes racism and xenophobia are only a slice of the story behind populist anger—fear of the other and a desire to exclude. He wishes to set them aside so that he can focus on the meatier issue of the status accorded to different kinds of work. What he misses is how gender and racial bias have fundamentally structured our understanding of normal wage work, dignified conditions, and social status.

What are the concrete analytic consequences of Sandel overlooking the role of race and gender in assigning work social value? For one, he fails to consider how his historical, ideal dignified work experience was subsidized by artificial constraints—the systematic

16 Sandel, supra note 3, at 27.
marginalization of female homemakers as well as *de jure* and *de facto* discrimination against Black, Indigenous, and people of color (BIPOC) and lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer (LGBTQ) persons. One questions whether a market that truly integrates all available workers could replicate the Golden Age of work he imagines. Additionally, his construct of dignified work renders invisible certain kinds of feminine care work (a growing area in our service-based economy) that raise wholly new questions about how we define dignified work conditions. Is the provision of intimate care, including things like sexual services, worthy of our esteem? What is the status of emotional work in our assessment of the value of labor? This often unacknowledged, yet critical, form of work is coupled with other jobs, exceeds the boundaries of nine-to-five employment, leads to various forms of indignity in the service of others’ needs, and disproportionately is demanded of BIPOC workers.

Last, Sandel misses the opportunity to consider how work’s value, historically, has been tethered to the race and gender of those who perform it. To be clear, there have been dramatic differences in how work is regarded depending on the race and gender of those who perform it. The distinction between maids and janitors traces the female-male divide in the workplace; custodians versus janitors often signaled differences in race. Compensation and esteem broke along these racial fault lines. History teaches that this phenomenon of race and gender distinctions for similar work will not magically disappear; rather, it will continue to shape our current merit assessments. In order to disrupt this dynamic, one needs to have an open and honest engagement with prior patterns of race-based and gender-based bias.

The dynamics we have described are sometimes masked and unclear to Americans. In this way, the COVID-19 global pandemic provided a realization: it made it crystal clear to many how our understanding of merit, deservingness, and value continue to be shaped by unfair race and gender considerations. The pandemic ushered in a great cultural and social reckoning about how the sometimes invisible low-status service work performed by female Black and brown bodies, in fact, has extraordinary value and often does not occur in spaces that affirm dignity. Political analyses and historical accounts that seemingly elevate and acknowledge the socially valuable labor performed by Black and brown women will be critical if we are to dismantle traditional status hierarchies that shape our views about merit.

---

19 Ira Katznelson, *When Affirmative Action Was White: An Untold History of Racial Inequality in Twentieth-Century America* (2005) (describing how New Deal labor regulations were passed only by forming a coalition with Southern Democrats who demanded a definition of “employee” that excluded agricultural and domestic workers—primarily Black people and women—so as to not disrupt the Jim Crow economy in the South).

C. The Benefits of a Different Lens.

1. Discursive Theory—There are many frames that might be used to advance the important conversation Sandel begins. For example, the book gains new power when one applies a discursive lens to explore his insights. Discursive theory suggests that when Sandel critiques the technocratic and meritocratic ethos in American society, he is more precisely critiquing the current language constructs used to shape debate and public conversation. Without naming it as such, Sandel is charging that there has been a discursive shift, a values and norms shift accomplished through language, which makes certain ideas and values seem unintelligible or beyond the scope and range of meaningful public discourse. Is there value outside of one’s market value? Is a change in language enough? Will abandoning market approaches allow us to shift back to a conception of the public good that thinks of Americans as more than workers producing domestic products and national wealth? Sandel, it appears, agrees with the insights of the Black queer theorist Audre Lorde as applied to discursive theory. Lorde tells us that the master’s tools (his discursive constructs) will never destroy the master’s house, but only lead to more oppression. Sandel contends that the way out of our current morass is to abandon a market discourse; it will never liberate us.

Recent evidence, however, makes this proposition less sure. For one reason, technocratic accounts of how to fix the economy or tend to the public good can be untethered from the meritocratic notion while still adhering to a market discourse. Take, for example, technocratic arguments about guaranteed income. Although 2020 presidential candidate Andrew Yang popularized this account, technocrats have been calling for universal basic income to ensure that the economy keeps functioning and there are always available buyers. This technocratic notion effects a dramatic shift, but still within market language. It eschews merit and deservingness inquiries. Instead, it boldly declares that the patriotic citizen is defined as a buyer, rather than a producer. Buyers power the economy, and these buyers can make wise environment choices, buy American industry, and reflect a number of important values.

The COVID-19 pandemic may be convincing others to take up this technocratic understanding of the critical role citizens play by buying things from domestic vendors. Importantly, technocrats are on the other side of this debate as well. Some technocrats

argue we should reduce the dollar amount of federal stimulus checks (while providing immunity to corporations) to ensure people continue to work and that we should end hazard pay for essential workers to keep the market functioning. The point here is that uncritical celebration of work can happen inside or outside of market accounts, and technocrats understand the market from a variety of vantage points—some of which are not hostile to workers.

Yet Sandel’s concerns about technocrats and market culture must be taken seriously. The pandemic showed some of the worst elements of this discourse. In some quarters, there was a horrific, loudly whispered dialogue about whether the elderly should be allowed to perish and businesses allowed to open for the benefit of the economy. It is not clear whether technocrats’ arguments challenging the economic exploitation and absence of protections for “frontline” and “essential” workers was merely spurred because technocrats feared we had not “set the right price” to get the working poor to brave the risks of disease to keep working. Market discussions forced a dialogue about the hidden utility of essential employees’ work and raised their status separate and apart from the markers of education and individual wealth production. In some ways, the technocrats’ focus on efficiency and the market created a community understanding about the need for the government to support these essential workers with free healthcare, in the form of testing and the vaccine, as well as guaranteed income to ensure that money was spent and the market would keep functioning. In short, by using a discursive lens, we can see that market language (and the expertise of certain technocrats) can be usefully redirected to communitarian norms. Technocrats are not in and of themselves a barrier to communitarian-focused change.

2. Structure of Government—A structure of government inquiry produces different insights. Specifically, Sandel’s critique about market language also calls on us to reflect on how different segments of government pick up these constructs and further shape merit understandings. We should be wary of technocratic language moving into deliberative

places that were originally intended to allow for more expansive philosophical debates about public welfare and the common good. When Sandel talks about “the government,” he doesn’t distinguish between executives and legislatures. Rather, he refers to presidents and parties. But legislatures are key. When we punt moral issues to technocratic experts instead of keeping them with elected legislators—think lobbyists, administrative agencies, and issue experts—public-good questions and decisions get isolated from the public conversations about problems the government is trying to solve.

Ironically, one of the key centers of power in controlling discursive shifts, the courts, are given short shrift in Sandel’s discussion. Guided by precedent and logical reasoning, the courts would integrate considerations of moral philosophy, political theory, community norms, and other understandings to inform law. However, through legal experts, legislation stressing technocratic values, and deference to administrative agencies, even the courts have fallen prey to the dynamics of seeing the public good through a market lens. Although courts have a role to play, we conclude that legislatures, more than the executive or the judiciary, are probably the best place for such moral debates to take place. The function of the legislature, after all, is to debate societal issues in public view. The executive and its alphabet soup of departments and agencies is not as well positioned to have these sorts of debates given the unitary executive theory of the U.S. presidency.

3. Intersectional Perspectives—Our third approach invites readers to take advantage of intersectional perspectives. The authors have peeled off interesting questions about the book by consistently raising a challenging question: Do Sandel’s claims match up with the experiences and claimed history of those at the margins? Do they match with the perspectives generated by a Black woman or a Muslim man? We know that understandings of merit, worth, and the common good are shaped by different positionalities and different relationships to American history. Despite our occupation of different marginalized positions, we did find points of agreement with Sandel. We agree that Americans have been encouraged to dutifully celebrate white-collar, wealthy technocrats and the well educated

30 THE FEDERALIST NO. 51 (James Madison).
as drivers of commerce and innovation. In some quarters, Americans are counseled to look past the blue-collar worker as a quaint relic of the past.

Our experiences during the height of the pandemic, however, also show a different story emerging, one that resonated more deeply. In the early days of COVID-19, Americans were offered a new account about the heroism and value of blue-collar workers, particularly the ones who previously had seemed easy to ignore. We were encouraged to lionize our “essential” and “frontline” workers who stock store shelves and care for the sick. We grew more aware and indeed suspicious of those faceless importers and exporters that seem to be driving dangerous price gouging, but also ensure we have goods we need. And we grew increasingly wary of those global travelers whose business interests make them carry knowledge, capital, and, yes, diseases across time zones and geographical boundaries. Now, nearly a year into the pandemic, we find ourselves in the center of a disease puzzle that renders visible the fit between key ideas that Sandel says fundamentally altered our understanding of the American social compact: There is a lot of high-social-value but low-market-value work being done by members of society. These workers deserve to be seen and heard.

**PART II: SEEING MERIT IN 20/20: INTERSECTIONAL REVELATIONS AND A NEW LENS ON THE DIGNITY OF WORK**

Intersectionality analysis is a critical tool that renders visible otherwise hidden aspects of racial and gender hierarchies, including those at the center of the Golden Age for the dignity of work—a time when certain workers, primarily BIPOC people and women—were systematically excluded from the workforce or exploited because race, gender, national origin, or immigration status made them vulnerable. Intersectionality also helps us explain how the pandemic uncovered dynamics that shape our valuation and even our recognition of various kinds of work today. Indeed, COVID-19 has forced a cultural and ethical reckoning and dialogue about race and gender hierarchy in the valuation of labor. Additionally, it has forced an accounting of how claims regarding the common good and the value of one’s role in society ring hollow when we do not consider how race and gender subordination factor into representations of the common good and public welfare.

Frontline and essential workers, for example, received little to no personal protective equipment (PPE) and were prevented from social distancing—the list of coercive conditions was endless. What these workers learned was, once policy makers’ supportive language was

---

32 Sandel, supra note 3, at 81–85.
pushed aside, they were expected to work for minimum wage to support a society that had little to no regard for them. They were revealed to be essentially disposable by American society even as they played a critical role in the market. Moreover, even technocrats, like medical doctors, were not immune from the race and gender bias that fueled society’s disregard for frontline and essential workers. Take, for example, the tragic story of Susan Moore, a Black woman and medical doctor, who died from COVID-19 complications after she was discharged from a hospital where she was treated poorly because of her race and gender.\(^{35}\)

Yet, for today’s frontline workers, Sandel’s proposal to abandon the market logic to prioritize the public good has provided no salvation to Black and brown women tasked with serving our needs. Consider, for example, how the various constructs have been offered to show appreciation and build support for previously invisible Black and brown bodies during the pandemic—stepping away from pure market evaluations.\(^{36}\) These constructs included requesting support for our “frontline” workers using militaristic language to ensure we understood they were doing hand-to-hand combat with the virus to save us. Many of them literally died to assist us, caring for the sick, policing the tension between us, and ensuring the distribution of food and other necessary supplies.\(^{37}\) Alternatively, these employees were referred to as our “essential” workers, suddenly named as those we could not live without. Again, many of these “frontline” and “essential” workers were people of color, immigrants, and women.\(^{38}\) Yet our patriotic celebrations did little to assuage the pain of Black and brown disproportionately women workers who saw high death rates and little support from their employers.

Disturbingly, COVID-19 revealed how the notion of work for the “common good” and the dignity of work can be used to mask coercive and exploitative conditions. For many, these metaphors about essential and frontline workers were empty and insulting. These workers were represented as patriotically desiring to go out and save us all, even as they complained they were not being given the basic safety protections they needed to ensure their health and the health of their families. Their self-sacrifice seemed even more violent, given the police violence and social violence Black, brown, and Asian people faced during the pandemic—from police assaults to public insults and confrontations.\(^{39}\) Ironically,
industries that always had coercive conditions were now examined because of the public health risks they posed to us all and the things the market needs: farm workers with few sanitation sites, meat workers laboring elbow to elbow and initially forced to buy their own PPE. Even when these workers were not represented as providing service to the market, providing service to their community proved to be a politically charged proposition. Many will argue that the profound support that mushroomed for Black Lives Matter during this same period was tied to this understanding: that Black and brown people who worked to keep society functioning through service jobs required more from their fellow citizens in the form of dignity. This was a proposition that exceeded market logic and exceeded their role as workers. Sandel’s analysis provides no answer on how to name their pain, meet it, and build a path to an inclusive and participatory democratic union.

In short, although Sandel’s book is helpful, it needs an account of the dignity of work that more dynamically responds to race and gender hierarchy in conceptions of work. Indeed, even in the Golden Age of the dignity of work, there were always workers who worked without dignity. Black and brown workers were not enslaved, but they were often locked out of fair labor conditions by legal restrictions and later informal, but equally pernicious, barriers that make up systemic discriminatory structures that still exist today.

There is some shadow of recognition of this as workers today reflect on the conditions of undignified exploitative work in the economy of the global market, like outsourcing, where Black and brown bodies from outside the United States can be substituted for simple tasks and their products transported. One refrain is that the dignity of work in the United States is more at risk because of this global marketplace. Yet this depiction of the global marketplace as a threat is part of the nationalism dynamic that Sandel worries about. The technocrats and their focus on markets—and a fair market price—have frightened the American worker that seeks protection within the bounds of the nation and the return of American jobs at home. That return home is said to promise us dignity, if only, as the Republicans instruct, the weight of domestic regulation does not make the cost of doing business so high that we depress industry. But if we do not attend to the racial and gendered nature of the construction of work domestically, we will find that the same conditions yet again cohere, with the expected workers remaining at the margins.

---


When Sandel talks about valuing all work, whether or not it contributes to market value, he may be gesturing toward recognizing the gender question. That is, the Golden Age of work was not possible but for the invisibility and lack of regulation and compensation for domestic work that was predominantly performed by women. This domestic work (i.e., childcare and house care) delivered the American white male worker to the market, ready and able. Once these background conditions of work are revealed, the desire to return to the Golden Age of work raises more profound questions. Now that domestic labor is seen and valued and, indeed, is even assigned a market value for those who must pay for these services, how will this work be valued and what constitutes conditions of dignity? Using gender as a lens and interrogating the terms and conditions of work in the pink-collar economy, the service economy, raises important questions about what constitutes dignified work. To be clear, we cannot discuss the dignity of work without considering the subordination and subjugation of bodies necessary to prepare that laborer for the market. We cannot consider the dignity of work without a full understanding of the commercial value of intimate labor, emotional and otherwise, to our current service economy.

One alternative under intersectionality theory is to explore these questions through the construct of the “welfare queen”: a woman whose domestic labor is devalued. The “welfare queen,” a reviled political construct in American society, is used to forestall conversations about the proper dividing line between public and private life and about the proper scope of our citizenship obligations and the fiduciary obligations of the nation. Using the trope of the Black, single, unemployed mother who milks the state for resources, state officials instruct Americans that anyone who makes claims for public support is suspect and they should instead submit their labor to the market. Masked in racial stereotypes, the construct is used to discipline certain mothers, telling them that Black and brown motherhood is devalued and true citizenship requires them to submit to wage employment. Increasing market economics have provided that, even in two-parent homes, maternal labor is so devalued that women are told they must engage in paid labor work if only to keep their families economically afloat.

To be clear, market arguments have grown so powerful that all stay-at-home moms in economically stressed families now face the specter of the “welfare queen” when they look in the mirror. If they choose domestic care and family obligations over earning a wage, they are

42 Camille Gear Rich, Reclaiming the Welfare Queen: Feminist and Critical Race Theory Alternatives to Existing Anti-Poverty Discourse, 25 S. Cal. Interdisc. L.J. 257, 264–70 (2016) (discussing how the racialized construct of the welfare queen has been strategically deployed by pundits to alienate Americans from political interests and rights claims that could challenge existing exploitative institutional arrangements in American democracy).
43 Id.
44 Id.
perceived as self-indulgent and not committed to the welfare of their families. Critical examinations of “welfare queen” discourse invite us to consider the role of private-sphere childcare in enhancing the wealth of the nation, the ways race is used to price and value labor, and the role we have in reimagining relationships between the citizen and the state to ensure child rearing is a right rather than a privilege accorded only to the wealthy.

In summary, the authors submit that the vast majority of Americans have a complicated relationship to this Golden Age that centered the dignity of work. They understand that earlier workers who looked like them were systematically driven from paid employment or were underpaid and exploited because race, gender, national origin, or immigration status made them vulnerable. Women still only make eighty-one cents on the dollar when compared with men.46 The gender pay gap is even more striking when race is added to the mix—Black women make only sixty-one cents on the dollar when compared with white men.47 The mantra “equal pay for equal work” is as aspirational today as it was in 2009, when President Obama signed the Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act into law. And despite the 2015 Supreme Court ruling recognizing same-sex marriage as a fundamental constitutional right, nearly fifty percent of LGBTQ+ people are not “out” at work for fear of discrimination in the workplace.48 As such, it may be difficult for historically marginalized people to jump onto the contemporary “dignity of work” bandwagon.49 From their vantage point, it seems the analysis is at least implicitly focused on making white men without college degrees feel better about themselves in the contemporary economy. Yet this group’s utopia gestures back to a historical past that was unfair and seems to bracket the reality that many marginalized people are still fighting for basic dignity in many domains.50

**CONCLUSION**

New York officials ultimately answered the question about who should be first in line for the vaccine in a satisfying fashion. They chose Sandra Lindsay, a critical care nurse and a
Black woman working in a New York-area hospital. 51 Was this an example of what Sandel hopes we will obtain: a world in which people who contribute to the common good, regardless of the wage earned, are highly valued and respected in society? Centering the conversation around the dignity of her work, instead of her market value, could have made sense—a decision to inoculate her as a reflection on the nation’s character. Some of the rhetoric about her inoculation suggests this is the case. In other accounts, Lindsay’s deservingness directly attached to her role as an “essential” worker powering the economy, like grocery store clerks, public transit operators, and restaurant servers; these workers’ value was tethered to the demand that we keep our market economy running by whatever means necessary. Perhaps she was chosen as a low-level technocrat? She is not among the most elite of the professional class (i.e., medical doctors, epidemiologists, medical researchers, other public health professionals), but she is highly educated and “deserving” under a traditional merit paradigm and so should be first in line to receive this critical medication. These messages cannot be cleanly separated out when one examines coverage of New York’s choice to inoculate her ahead of everyone else.

One thing is clear: modern philosophy here can gain insight from contemporary politicians as they navigate our racial shoals. Public officials understood Lindsay’s status as a Black woman was equally as important as her profession in her symbolic role in the vaccine campaign. First, officials understood that the symbolic resonance created by their choice for the first vaccinated person would be meaningful if it was someone who, through the dignity of her work and care, was visible to us in the way that the elite experts are not. Second, officials recognized that when allocating the vaccine, race and gender must play a role in public communications about the conception of the public good and the willingness to take communitarian action. Black and brown women service workers had faced the brunt of COVID-19 for the nation; fairness required that they should be first in line for the cure. Under this logic, Lindsay was chosen to receive the vaccine because she selflessly exposed herself to danger in this time of need and so many women from her community took on this burden. The apparent racial symbolism was not lost on Lindsay; she said she wanted to “inspire people who look like me” to contribute to the effort. 52

In total, by choosing Lindsay, officials delivered a combined message about race, gender, and merit: demonstrating that the sacrifices Black and brown women had made for the common good were being recognized, rewarded, and affirmed. The choice of Lindsay affirmed that Black and brown women stand among those most deserving and demonstrated visible proof of their “place in line” for the vaccine, which also affirms that the pathway to advancement and recognition in society is open to all comers. This
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understanding of open access is equally important in cultivating an understanding of and commitment to the common good.

The choice to be inoculated also represents another kind of service, an issue Lindsay spoke to as well. Getting the vaccine was a demonstration of faith in government process; Lindsay showed a willingness to assume some limited medical risk in order to establish the herd immunity that will protect us as a collective. Black Americans know they have been last in line for cures but first in line for medical experiments. Consequently, faith is difficult. Some media pundits have bemoaned Black mistrust in medical professionals as an obstacle to full inoculation, but they have been met with nuanced commentary that explains that Blacks’ historical memory includes the Tuskegee experiment and others, in which Black people were unwittingly used as controls and subjected to disease in service of the “common good.” This is part of a larger, longer story in which Black and brown citizens have evinced a willingness to be of service to our democracy—but are exploited. Again, this issue emphasizes that our account of the common good should factor in acts of service outside of the field of “work.”

In short, willingness to bear burdens for the good of society varies for different communities because of their distinctly different, often fractious relationships to the State in American history. Willingness to sacrifice is tied to whether the burdens one has borne for the public good in the past have been named and acknowledged as part of the American story. True willingness comes only when we acknowledge that those “asked” to bear burdens for the public good in the past have done so involuntarily and are at risk of being forced again. Our current relative equality ensures that persons from previously silenced and marginalized communities will not bear these burdens in silent anonymity ever again.

In summary, Sandel’s insight about the need for a common understanding and shared commitment to the common good gestures toward a past that cannot and should not be reclaimed. Our racial, gendered, and class fractures have made it clear that the American public is not and should not see itself as a homogeneous mass. Different constituencies have different views and different levels of trust in the government’s ability to execute.

on its alleged fiduciary obligation to others. Different communities will unite around common goals for different reasons, rather than marching to a steady drumbeat in agreement about the common good. The vaccine rollout offers this lesson. One cannot talk about the public good without recognizing the ways in which certain populations understand that they are only newly and conditionally admitted to that conception of shared public interest. They know all too well that certain groups have labored in silence and invisibility, and that faith has allowed them to be sacrificed to serve others. Therefore, when asked to exercise that leap of faith now, they will need acknowledgment of the multiple truths of our past and the different stories we need to tell about our common, shared future. Sandel is certainly right that everyone must be acknowledged and given status and dignity in society for their work. But our challenge is deeper. America will require a fuller interrogation of what work is and a broader sense of our identities as people who offer service to their communities, whether through labor, reproduction, exposure to harm, or providing care. We cannot in this brief essay fully explore what that touchstone should be, but Sandel’s provocative book inspired us to continue to ask these questions as we build a bridge to a more unified, racially just, and community-focused tomorrow.